Use the lines below to write a shape poem about a Christmas Tree - in the shape of a Christmas Tree

Name……………………………….      Date …………..
Use the lines below to write a shape poem about a Christmas Tree - in the shape of a Christmas Tree.

Name --------------  
Date ---------------
Word List

gleam    shine

glimmer sparkle shimmer glisten twinkle
flicker glossy lustrous radiant burnished
bauble
ornament trinket jewellery charm
knick-knick decoration adornment embellishment
beautification novelty trimming
twist
twist and turn
twirl snake entwine coil loop zigzag
tinsel
shiny flecks

glitter dazzle flash dazzle blaze glitzy
star
brilliant luminous bright
tree
emerald green standing
olive branch bough limb stem shoot trunk
reflect mirror

Use some of the words above to create your Christmas tree shape poem. You can make some adjectives, nouns or verbs into adverbs by adding "-ly".